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Spacex crew dragon return timeline

It's been a long time coming, but NASA's Commercial Crew Program is close to its first launch. SpaceX says it is currently planning an initial test flight of its Crew Dragon capsule next month. It comes after a series of setbacks as SpaceX and Boeing trudid through a testing and review process that will eventually return manned spacefly to
the US. SpaceX confirmed last week that it had completed a static fire test of the Falcon 9 rocket that will drive the Dragon II capsule into orbit. In a static fire test (see video below), the rocket remains tethered to the launch tower so it can't go anywhere while the engines light up. Next month, the rocket will be able to fire on the moon. Well,
for the International Space Station (ISS). The Dragon II capsule (above) is a modified version of the dragon that has been flying unmanned cargo missions to the ISS over the past few years. Of course, NASA's testing and certification process is much stricter than the cargo contract. SpaceX has experienced several launch failures, but
manned flights will include additional security measures such as the launch abort system. NASA initially hesitated to allow astronauts aboard the spacecraft during refueling, which is SpaceX's preferred process. However, the Agency relented after further reviews of the proposals. The February test will cover all parts of a typical mission to
the ISS to transport the crew back and forth. The mission, known as SpX-DM1, will begin with a launch from the historic Launch Pad 39-A at Kennedy Space Center. The Falcon 9 booster will release the second phase before heading back to Earth (it's unclear whether SpaceX will attempt to land that booster). Static fire test completed –
targeting the February launch from the historic 39A launch complex for the first Crew Dragon demonstration flight! pic.twitter.com/sJF24U3UOM -- SpaceX (@SpaceX) will head into orbit on January 25, 2019 The Dragon capsule will head into orbit and perform automatic docking with the ISS, where it will remain for several weeks.
Eventually, it re-enters the atmosphere and sprays into the ocean. SpaceX is working on propulsive landing technology, but NASA won't let it use it on manned flights yet. The company plans to reuse this booster later for an in-flight launch to begin the abort test. SpaceX originally focused on the launch of DM1 in December 2016. Delays
have repeatedly pushed the commercial crew program back, and time is running out. NASA only has seats aboard Russian Soyuz capsules booked by the end of the year. The Boeing CST-100 Starliner capsule is a little more delayed due to a fuel leak discovered during testing last year. Boeing hopes its first demonstration flight will take
place in March. Flights with both manned vehicles could begin as early as this summer. Now read: SpaceX and NASA make history again, successfully completing the crucial final phase of their Demo-2 mission for the Dragon spacecraft crew, SpaceX's first spacecraft made for humans That marks the end of this latest demonstration
mission that flew NASA astronauts Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley to the International Space Station on May 30, where they stayed for two months before making the return trip on Sunday. SpaceX's Crew Dragon appears to have operated exactly as intended throughout the mission, manipulating launch, ISS docking, unloading, de-orbit
and splashing water in a fully automated process that kept astronauts safe at all times. This final phase involved recovering Behnken and Hurley at sea in the Gulf of Mexico using a SpaceX GO Navigator recovery craft that went smoothly, with the capsule loaded on to the Navigator around 3:18 PM EDT, and the hatch opened at
approximately 4:00 pm EDT, and the crew starting around 4:06 pm EDT. There were several private vessels in the area (you can see them in the gif below), which is a violation of safety conditions, but SpaceX created the circuit and continued, which is basically the best they can do under these conditions. With the successful completion
of this mission, everything should be in place in order to fully certify Crew Dragon and Falcon 9, as sizing up for human spacefly according to NASA's exacting standards – provided that a final, thorough review of the entire mission from start to finish does not reveal any remaining problems that need to be cleaned up. Again, based on what
we've seen, it looks like more or less a picture-perfect mission for Demo-2 from start to finish, so I wouldn't expect any major certification hurdles. Note that this is also the first human splashdown in 45 years – when the last Skylab crew did that in 1974. SpaceX is registering a successful first human launch into space That means the next
step for Crew Dragon is to launch regular service as America's main source of transportation to and from the space station. The first of his operational missions, designated Crew-1, is currently scheduled to take place sometime in late September and will carry three NASA astronauts and one JAXA astronaut to the station on a regular tour
as crew members of the Orbital Science Platform. It now also means that NASA will have control over its own transportation method for its astronauts (and astronauts from friendly nations) on and off the space station since leaving the shuttle in 2011. The Commercial Crew program was designed to do just that, but rather than having
NASA responsible for launching and transporting a spacecraft like with Shuttle, it's partnering with private companies to offer commercial services for these flights – SpaceX is now the first to complete the testing and development program, and Boeing is in the process of becoming the second commercial ride provider for NASA to rely on.
NASA wants to ensure permanent access to the ISS, and also hopes to save money in the long run and enable the commercial space industry by sharing rides aboard crew dragon and boeing starliner s Astronauts. SpaceX is already working with the company to begin selling return trips aboard crew dragon (no ISS stop) for private
cosmonauts, and Dragon has a total of seven potential locations for flying people, with NASA missions always designed to occupy four of those locations. NASA and SpaceX will soon launch their first operational launch of the new Crew Dragon capsule, which transports astronauts between Earth and the International Space Station. The
launch was originally scheduled for yesterday, Saturday, November 14, but was postponed until today, Sunday, November 15 due to weather conditions. You can watch the drama and beauty of the launch live as it will be shown on NASA TV. We have all the details of how to watch. When does Crew Dragon start? The launch is
scheduled for 7:27 p.m ET on Sunday, November 15. It will take place from Launch Complex 39A at NASA's Kennedy Space Center in Florida. After launch, Crew Dragon will head to the International Space Station. The capsule is scheduled to dock around 11 p.m ET on Monday, November 16. What to expect from the launch of Crew
Dragon This is the first operational flight of crew dragon, after the first test flight with the spacecraft crew this summer. The personnel aboard Crew Dragon for the operational flight, known as Crew-1, are NASA astronauts Michael Hopkins, Victor Glover and Shannon Walker, plus Soichi Noguchi of the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA). The four astronauts are heading to the International Space Station to join the crew of Expedition 64, which includes NASA astronaut Kate Rubins and Expedition 64 commander Sergei Ryzikov of Roscosmos. While there, the crew will participate in various spacewalks and conduct scientific research, as well as oversee the docking
of various unmanned spacecraft, including the Northrop Grumman Cygnus and the next generation SpaceX cargo dragon spacecraft. The crew will also oversee the arrival of the Boeing Starliner on its uncrewed test flight. Boeing hopes its Starliner will eventually be used to transport crew to the International Space Station, along with
spacex crew dragon. However, there have been various problems in starliner development, so progress has been slow. How to watch SpaceX return to manned launches If you want to watch a SpaceX launch on TV, a Crew Dragon launch will be shown on NASA's tv channel. You can also watch the event online, either on the NASA
website or using the video embedded at the top of this page. Coverage of the launch begins at 3:15 pm .m ET on Sunday, November 15, with the launch scheduled for 7:27 p.m.m ET. There will continue coverage of the event until Sunday evening and Monday, and coverage of crew dragon docking with the International Space Station is
scheduled for 11 p.m ET on Monday. The recommendations of SpaceX's Crew Dragon capsule were docked on the International Space Station (ISS) from historic first start with crew in May but preparing for a return trip. NASA had planned to keep the spacecraft and astronauts on the ISS for a while, depending on the needs of the
station's mission, but they are zeroing in at the exact time to cap the inaugural Crew Dragon human space mission with its return journey. NASA Johnson Space Center public affairs rep Kyle Herring tweeted the target date of August 2 as a scheduled round trip window, though he later clarified that there's still a lot of work to be done
before it gets pinned down. NASA later officially confirmed that it was heading to World No. Astronauts Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley have been participating in various scientific and maintenance work on the space station since their arrival, including Behnken, who is taking part in four space walks, with three already completed and one
planned for next week - a major upcoming effort cited by Herring as something that will require focus before more specific return planning. In fact, this first manned Dragon flight is still a demonstration mission, not an official operational launch by the ISS crew, but NASA has called for its expansion to include Behnken and Hurley, who
contribute to the station's regular operations during their time in orbit. This return trip is as critical to the overall success of the SpaceX-NASA Commercial Crew collaboration as the May launch; Of course, it is important that the SpaceX spacecraft is able not only to reliably get astronauts to the space station, but also to safely get them
back home. During this return leg of the journey, the Crew Dragon capsule will perform an automatic maneuver with a knockout and return, with Behnken and Hurley on board. It will enter earth's atmosphere and slow its descent with a parachute system designed and tested by SpaceX, hopefully leading to a soft landing in the Atlantic
Ocean for astronauts, where they will be acquired by spacex's specialized crew. Weather conditions must be correct for the return journey to continue – and for this Demo-2 mission, the tolerances around what kind of wind speed are permissible for the mission to continue are pretty tight. This means that August tends to be a relatively
calm month wind-wise in the target splashdown area, so it should help. Help.
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